
GRAPHIC WALL
high-resolution 
UV printing

PATENT PENDING

Warning: this wall panel contains 
graphic images that are awesome. 
Bring memorable visual impact to 
your space with Graphic Wall, the 
custom printed PET acoustic wall 
panels that let you tell your story, 
your way. Easy to design and easy 
to install, Graphic Wall creates 
unique spaces that are easier to  
hear in, too. 
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SPECS
PRODUCT
Graphic Wall, custom 

CONTENT
Polyester (PET) felt
60% pre-consumer recycled

FELT SPECIFICATIONS
9 mm (05 White Standard)

PANEL DIMENSIONS
Finished Size: 42” L x 108” H
Bleed Size: 46” L x 112” H

ARTWORK SPECIFICATIONS 
Print ready artwork must be provided 
in a vector file format (either AI, EPS, 
or PDF), or high-resolution (300dpi) 
raster file.  The files should be in a 
CMYK format.

Colors must be specified in CMYK, 
Pantone Uncoated, or by physical sample.

If the artwork is printed on a colored 
substrate, details will need to be outlined.  
Keep in mind that panels are printed on 
a single side, and not on the edges.

 

 

SEAMING
Digital fabrication of the panels creates 
a tight butt seam and maintains 
consistent representation of the 
printed graphic.

PRINTING
UV ink creates colorful possibilities 
for TURF’s felt. The material’s 
acoustic performance isn’t 
a�ected by printing, and with color 
matching, walls can expand the 
experience of a branded space.

Like a canvas, printed colors stay 
on the surface of the felt, and 
carving into the material reveals  
the core felt color.
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TECH
ACOUSTICS
ASTM C423-17: Type A Mounting 

FIRE RATING
ASTM E-84 – Class A 

VOC
ASTM D5116 Compliant

ASTM C 423-17: Type A Mounting. NRC varies depending on fi eld conditions and 
arrangement. Contact TURF for testing details.
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A manufacturer-applied 
adhesive backing is available. 
The pressure-activated 
backing instantly adheres to 
a variety of wall surfaces.

Graphic Wall panels without 
an adhesive backing 
should be installed with a 
construction-grade adhesive 
specified by the contractor.

ADHESIVE BACKING CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE
INSTALLATION
TURF has two adhesive options for 
wall mounting: manufacturer applied 
adhesive or field-applied construction-
grade adhesive. 

TRIMMING
Graphic Wall panels may be cut and  
drilled to accommodate partial areas 
and wall obstructions such as outlets, 
door frames or windows. These 
modifications should be done in  
field with a straight edge and a sharp 
utility knife.

LEAD TIME
Check the Turf website for current lead 
times.

WARRANTY
Three (3) years 

MAINTENANCE
Vacuum to remove any particulate 
matter and air-borne debris or dust. 
Compressed air can be used to dust 
the material in difficult to reach  areas 
for large assemblies. Contact  us for 
more information relative to  spot 
cleaning.

CUSTOM SAMPLES
Custom samples are available by 
request and have a two (2) week lead 
time 

OPTIONAL EDGE BANDING 

For the finishing touch, strips of 3 mm 
felt are included with all Graphic Wall 
panels. These can be used to cover 
any exposed sides of the printed felt 
panels. TURF’s designers can help you 
select the best 3 mm color to specify.

R03 LIGHT GREY

R07 MARIGOLDR09 BISQUE

R28 Midnight

R19 BLUE

R11 BLACK

R22 TEAL

R01 WHITE

R02 DARK GREY

R13 PARCHMENT

R25 FLINT

R20 TAN




